
 
[អ$កស'( ស៖ *យ តុ..  អ$កផ1ល់បទស'( សន៍៖ 89ក់ ជី] 
[Interviewer: TS. Interviewee: KC.] 
 
[00:00]  
 
K!  
Ta! [‘Grandpa’!] 
 

[េសTច...] 
[Laughs…]  

 
\ទូេ^ េតTKេធ̀Tអងb cចទុក\មុន?េតTKេធ̀Tទុកស8'ប់លក់េទ?េហTយ\ញឹកញយ 
Kេធ̀Tប៉ុjk នដងកm nងមួយែខ? 
Generally, did you make Angkuoch in advance [of selling]? Did you make it for sale? 
And how often did you make Angkuoch?  
 

ខ| n ំេធ̀Tអងb cចទុកយូរ8�ន់េ8ចTនែដរ។ េពលែដលេភ��វេទសចរណ៍មិនសូវរកទិញដូចពីមុន 
ខ| n ំក៏�� ក។ ែត8បសិនេបT'នេគទិញេទ�ត ខ| n ំ�ចេធ̀Tេទ�ត។ 
ប៉ុែន1អ$កទិញ�គេ8ចTនឲ�តៃម���ប េទTប�ន\ខ| n ំមិនចង់េធ̀T។ េបTេគឲ�តៃម�ខ�ស់ 
ខ| n ំនឹងេ�ែតខំ8បឹងេធ̀T។  
I used to make Angkuoch and keep it advance. Since the tourists are not 
buying it like before, I stopped for a while. But if they continue to buy, I will 
keep making them. But most of the buyers want to buy for a low price, and so 
I don’t want to make them. If they give me a high price, I will keep making 
them.  

 
េតTKេធ̀T�ល់�ទិត�? �ល់ែខ? ឬក៏មួយ�$ ំម1ង? 
How often do you make Angkuoch? Once in a month or year?  
 

ដូចខ| n ំជ8'បជូនអម�ញ់មិញ េបTេគកមkង់ េហTយឲ�តៃម��ងខ�ស់ ខ| n ំេធ̀T។ 
ែតខ| n ំមិន�នេធ̀Tទុកេទ េ យ*រខ| n ំ�k នេពលនឹងេធ̀Tែដរ ែតេបT'នេគកមkង់ឲ�េធ̀T 
ខ| n ំេឆ��តេពលេ^េធ̀T។  
Like I said, if people place an order and give me a high price, I will make them. 
I do not make them in advance because I do not have a lot of free time. If 
people order, I will try to find time to make them.  

 
[01:19]  
 
ចុះសព̀ៃថ¦េនះ Kម'នេគកុមkង់េ8ចTនែដរឬេទ? 
Nowadays, do you have a lot of orders?  
 

ឥឡª វេនះ �មិនសូវ'នេទ! 
Nowadays there are not many orders.  
 

អ«¬ ឹង�'នន័យ® 9រេធ̀Tអងb cចេនះ'ន9រ�� ស់ប̄ °រខុសពីមុនែដរឬអត?់ 
So, has the situation of Angkuoch making changed compared to the past?  
 

េបTKមខ| n ំេមTលេ^ េបTេយTង'នេទសចរណ៍េ8ចTន 
េjះនឹង'នមនុស±មកទិញរបស់េនះេ8ចTនែដរ។ 
Based on my observation, if we have many tourists, there will be customers 
who buy this instrument.  

 
ស8'ប់រយៈេពល8�ំ�$ ំេ89យេនះ េតT*³ ន�ពរបស់អងb cច'នលក́ណៈែបបµែដរ?
េតT'ន9រ�� ស់ប̄ °រែដរឬេទ? 



Over the past five years, has the situation of Angkuoch changed?  
 

េរ¶ងេនះ ខ| n ំមិន�ចសន$ ិ · ន�នេទ។ ដូចខ| n ំជ8'បជូនអ«¬ ឹង េបTេគឲ�េធ̀T 
េទTបខ| n ំេធ̀T។ ខ| n ំមិន'នេពលស8'ប់េធ̀Tទុកេទ។  
I cannot give you my opinion on this. As I said, I make Angkuoch when there is 
an order. I do not have time to make them in advance.  

 
ស8'ប់រយៈេពល8�ំ�$ ំេ89យេនះ េតT*³ ន�ពរបស់អងb cច'នលក́ណៈែបបµែដរ? 
Over the past five years, how is the situation of Angkuoch?  
 

រយៈេពល8�ំ�$ ំេ89យេនះ �ថយ។ េគមិនសូវរកែដរ។  
In the past five years, it has been decreasing. Not many people have been 
looking to buy.  
 

[02:25]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី? 
Why not?  
 

Kមខ| n ំេមTល 'នអ$កេផ±ងេធ̀Tែដរ។ េពលែដលេគឲ�ខ| n ំេធ̀T 
ខ| n ំមិន'នេពល�ចេធ̀Tជូនេគ�ន េទTបេគ�� កមិនមករកខ| n ំ។'នអ$កេផ±ងេធ̀Tែដរ!
'នអ$កេធ̀Tមួយចំនួនែដរ។ 
Based on what I have seen, there are more people who make this instrument 
now. When the customers asked me to make it, I declined as I did not have 
time, so then they stopped asking me. There are other people making it now. 

 
អ«¬ ឹង�'នន័យ® ពីមុនKេធ̀T'$ ក់ឯងឬក៏ពីរjក?់ែតេពលេនះ 'នមនុស±េ8ចTនេធ̀T? 
So this means that before there was only you or a couple of people making 
Angkuoch, and now there are many? 
  

េ�8ពះ ក់ េគក៏'នេ�េធ̀Tែដរ។ អ$កេធ̀Tេjះ 
គឺ\កូនេ½K'$ ក់ែដលខ| n ំ�ននិ¾យ8�ប់អម�ញ់មិញ។  
At Preah Dak, there are people who still make Angkuoch. The makers are the 
children and grandchildren of the man who I told you about earlier.  

 
ពួកេគេធ̀Tអងb cចអីែដរ? 
What type of Angkuoch do they make?  
 

ពួកេគេធ̀Tអងb cចឬស±ី។  
They make Angkuoch Russey (Bamboo Angkuoch). 

 
[03:01]  
  
Kមអ̀ីែដលKដងឹ អ$កេធ̀Tេjះ'ន8បែហល\ប៉ុjk នjក់? 
Based on what you know, how many makers are there?  
 

េទ!ខ| n ំមិន�នចំµែំដរ។ មិនដឹង®ប៉ុjk នjក់ផង! 
No, I cannot remember. I do not know the number of makers.  

 
\ទូេ^ េតTKេធ̀Tអងb cចស8'ប់លក់ ឬស8'ប់មនុស±ពិេសស? 
Normally, do you make the Angkuoch to sell for a special person?  
 

អត់េទ! ខ| n ំេធ̀Tស8'ប់អ$កµែដលមកទិញ។ ខ| n ំមិនគិតពីមនុស±ពិេសស 
ឬមិនពិេសសេទ។ េបTេគទិញ ខ| n ំេធ̀Tលក់ឲ�េគ។  



No, I make Angkuoch for those who come to buy them. I do not think whether 
they are special or not. When they want to buy, I make Angkuoch for them.  

 
�គេ8ចTន េតTេគទិញម1ងប៉ុjk នែដរ? 
Most of the time, how many Angkuoch do they buy from you per time?  
 

ចួន9ល េគកមkង់�ប់រយអងb cច។ 
Sometimes they order more than a hundred.  

 
 េហTយ�គេ8ចTន អ$កµ\អ$កទិញ? 
And who have your customers been?  
 

ខ| n ំអត់*Å ល់ែដរ?[េសTច...] ចួន9ល ជន\តិបរេទសមកកមkង់ទិញពី៥០ េ^ ៦០ 
ែតពួក�ត់មកយូរៗម1ង។ មិន�នញឹកÊប់េទ។  
I do not know. [ Laughs…] Sometimes foreigners ordered from 50 to 60, but 
they did not come to buy often. Not so often!  

 
[04:04]  
 
�គេ8ចTន ជន\តិអ̀ីែដលចូលចិត1ទិញអងb cច? 
What nationality liked to buy from you most?  
 

អ$កែដលមកទិញ�គេ8ចTន\ជន\តិ��ងំ ែតខ| n ំមិន*Å ល់េÍk ះ�ត់ែដរ។  
Most of my customers were French but I did not know their names.  

 
េតTK�ចលក់អងb cចកm nងតៃម�មួយប៉ុjk នែដរ? 
How much did you sell an Angkuoch for?  
 

9លពីខ| n ំេទTបេធ̀Tពីមុន �'នតៃម�មួយែត8�ំរយេរ�លេទ។ ែតេពលេនះ 
�'នតៃម�១៥០០េរ�ល។  
At the beginning, when I began to make, it was only 500 Riels an Angkuoch. 
Now, it’s become 1500 Riel per Angkuoch.  

 
េពលែដលេគកមkង់ម1ងេ8ចTនៗ េតTKលក់¾៉ងេម៉ចែដរ? 
When your customers ordered many Angkuoch, how was the price then?  
 

េពលែដលេគកមkង់េ8ចTន ខ| n ំលក់កm nងតៃម�ធមkK។  
When they ordered a lot, I sold them at the usual price.  

 
េ8Ðពីលក់ជូនេភ��វបរេទស េតTK'នលក់េ�ះដុំកm nង8ស Ñកែដរឬេទ? 
Besides from selling to foreign customers, did you sell at the local shop?  
 

ដូចខ| n ំជ8'បជូនអំ�ញ់មិញ េពលែដលេគមកកមkង់ ខ| n ំ�k នេពលេធ̀Tឲ�េគ។ ដូេច$ះ 
េគក៏មិនចង់មករកខ| n ំេទ�តែដរ។ ែត8បសិនខ| n ំេធ̀T��ល់ៃថ¦ 
8បែហល\'នមនុស±មកបន1ទិញេ8ចTន។  
As I told earlier, when they made an order, I did not have time to make for 
them. Therefore, they stopped asking me. But if I still kept making them every 
day until now, I might have customers who would continue to buy from me.  

 
មកដល់េពលេនះ K8បែហលេធ̀T�នប៉ុjk នអងb cចេហTយ? 
How many Angkuoch have you made?  
 

ខ| n ំមិន�ច�ប់អស់េទ េ8Òះ�េ8ចTនែដរ។ ខ| n ំ�ចេធ̀Tពី១៥ េ^២០អងb cចកm nងមួយៃថ¦។  
I cannot count because it was a lot. I can make 15 to 20 Angkuoch per day.  
 



[05:34]  
 
8បែហល\�ប់Òន់អងb cច?  
Perhaps over a thousand?  
 

�ទ!េ8ចTន! 
Yes, many.  

 
េ�េពលែដលេធ̀TេហTយ Kលក់�ងំអស់ឬ¾៉ងµ? 
When you finished making them, did you sell them all?  
 

ែខខ�ះ ខ| n ំ�ចលក់អស់។ ែខខ�ះ ខ| n ំក៏លក់េ�សល់ែដរ។េពលេនះ ខ| n ំ'នេ�សល់ខ�ះែដរ។ 
ដូចខ| n ំ8�ប់អំ�ញ់មិញអ«¬ ឹង េពលែដលេគមករកខ| n ំឲ�េធ̀T េហTយខ| n ំ�k នេពល 
ពួកេគក៏ែលងមករកខ| n ំេទ�ត។ ដល់េពលខ| n ំេធ̀Tទុក មិន'នអ$កµមកទិញ 
ដូេច$ះេហTយ�ន\េ�សល់ខ�ះ។ �មិនេ�សល់េ8ចTនេទ េ�សល់ែតមួយចំនួន 
េ យ*រែតខ| n ំ�� កេធ̀Tែដរ។ 
Some months, I could sell them all. Some months, I could not. Even now, I still 
have some. As I told you, when customers asked me to make them, I did not 
have time and then they stopped asking me. When I made them in advance, 
no-one came to buy them. Hence, I still have some Angkuoch. Not so many, 
just some because I have stopped making them.  

 
េពលែដលKេធ̀Tអងb cច េតTKេធ̀T'$ ក់ឯង ឬក៏'នកូនេ½មកជួយេធ̀Tែដរ? 
When you managed to make Angkuoch, did you make them alone? Or did you get 
help from your children and grandchildren?  

េ យេពល!េពលµែដលេគស8'កពី9រØរេពញេ'៉ងរបស់េគ េគក៏មកជួយេធ̀Tខ| n ំ។ 
ែតេបTេគេធ̀T9រØរេគ េហTយ�k នេពលទំេនរ ខ| n ំេធ̀T'$ ក់ឯង។ ខ| n ំេធ̀T'$ ក់ឯង។ 
It depended. When they left their full time jobs, they came to help me. But if 
they were busy with their work and did not have time to come, I made them 
alone.  

 
[06:33]  
 
ែត�គេ8ចTន អ$កµែដលែតងែតមកជួយK? 
Who helped you most of the time?  
 

'នែតេ½ និងកូន! 
Only my children and my grandsons.  

 
េ½ប៉ុjk នjក?់ 
How many grandsons?  
 

េ½ពីរjក់! 
Two grandsons.  
 

8ប Ñស�ងំអស់? 
All boys?  
 

8ប Ñស�ងំអស់ មិន'ន8សីេទ! [េសTច...]  
All boys, no girl. [ Laughs…]  
 
8សីមិនេចះេធ̀Tែដរ! [េសTច...]  
Girls cannot make [Angkuoch]. [ Laughs…] 

 
ចុះKេធ̀Tអងb cចប៉ុjk ន8បេភទ? 



How many types of Angkuoch did you make?  
 

ខ| n ំេធ̀Tែតមួយ8បេភទេទ។ 8បេភទឬស±ី!  
I made only one type. Angkuoch Russey! 

 
ែតK�នដងឹ®េគេធ̀Tអងb cចែដករេប�បេម៉ចេទ? 
Did you know how to make Angkuoch Daek as well?  
 

ខ| n ំែតងែតេឃTញេគេធ̀T។ េគដំែដក េគ�ប និងេគដុត។ �ពិ�កេធ̀T\ងអងb cចឬស±ី។  
�ល់ែត'ន\ងដំែដក េទTបេធ̀Tេ^េកTត។ េបT�k ន\ងែដក េយTងមិន�ចេធ̀T�េទ។ 
I often saw people making it. They pounded, sharpened and burned [the 
metal]. It is harder than making Angkuoch Russey. We cannot do it unless we 
have a blacksmith to help. If there is no blacksmith, we cannot make them. 

  
[07:16]  
 
ែតេ�ទីេនះែ8កង'ន\ងែដកែដរ? 
Does this village have a blacksmith?  
 

'ន!ែត�ត់មិនែដលេឃTញគំរ ូដូេច$ះេ�ះខ| n ំបØÅ ប់�ត់ ក៏�ត់មិនេចះេធ̀Tែដរ។ 
µមួយ ខ| n ំមិនសូវ�នយកចិត1ទុក ក់ផង។ 8បសិនេបT'នេគមករកទិញ 
ខ| n ំ8បែហល�ចបង́ំ�ត់ឲ�ដំឲ�។  
We do have. But he has never seen its shape/pattern before. So although I told 
him about it, he still cannot make it. Another reason is that I did not pay 
attention to it that much. If there were an order, I might be able to pressure 
him to make one.  
 

ែតK'នÜ� ប់*កលÝងឲ��ត់ដំឲ�េទ? 
Have you ever tried to ask him to pound it [shape the metal with a hammer]?  
 

ខ| n ំមិន�ន់�ន*កេទ 8�ន់ែតនិ¾យ8�ប់�ត់។  
I have never done that, just talked to him about it.  
 

េ�េពលែដលK8�ប់ េតT�ត់�ននិ¾យតបដូចេម1ច? 
How did he react when you talked to him?  
 

�ត់® �ត់មិនសូវយល់ែដរ។ ខ| n ំមិន�នគិត®�ត់�ចេធ̀TេកTត។ េគក៏េន¶យµយ 
េហTយមិន�នេធ̀T។  
He said he does not know how to make it. I did not even hope that he could. 
We were not in touch and he did not make it.  

 
ែតKេ�Þំទ8មង់ៃន9រេធ̀Tែដរឬេទ? 
Do you remember how to make the Angkuoch Daek?  
 

ខ| n ំេ�Þំទ8មង់។ខ| n ំេ�Þំ�ន®េគេធ̀T ឬ�ß ត់រេប�បµ។  
I still remember. I remember how to make and to play.  
 

ែតKÜ� ប់Þប់�រមkណ៍េធ̀Tអងb cចែដកែដរឬេទ? 
But have you ever been interested to make the Angkuoch Daek?  
 

ខ| n ំÜ� ប់Þប់�រមkណ៍ែដរ ែត\ងែដក�ត់មិនសូវច�ស់។ Þប់�រមkណ៍ 
ែតមិនែដលគិត®នឹងឲ�េគេធ̀Tឲ�េទ!  
I used to, but the blacksmith was unsure. I was interested, but I never asked 
the blacksmith to make one.  

 



[08:27]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី�ន\KមិនសូវÞប់�រមkណ៍ែបបេនះ? 
Why were you not interested in it that much?  
 

ខ| n ំអត់'នេពល។ ខ| n ំ'ន9រØរ េហTយមិន�នÞប់េលTេរ¶ងេនះឲ��នច�ស់។ 
េហTយខ| n ំក៏មិននឹក*k ន®េគនឹង8*វ8\វេធ̀Tឲ��'នដូចពីេដTមផង។  
I did not have time. I have my personal job and I was not so keen on this 
subject. And I never thought that there would be research to revive this 
instrument.  
 

អ«¬ ឹង'នន័យ® KមិនែដលេឃTញេគÞប់�រមkណ៍8*វ8\វពីអងb cចេទ? 
You never thought that we would research this instrument?  
 

អត់េទ! មិនែដល'នេទ!េទTបេពលេនះែដល'នេគÞប់�រមkណ៍ [េសTច...] 
េហTយេបTអ$កÞប់�រមkណ៍ ខ| n ំ8បែហល�ចឲ�េគេធ̀T�ឲ��ន។ 
ខ| n ំកំពុង�ក់ទង\មួយ\ងែដក ®េតT\ងែដក�ចេធ̀T�នឬមួយ¾៉ងµ។ 
No! I never did. Only now are there people interested this subject [Laughs…]. If 
you are interested, I might be able to ask someone to make one. I am in touch 
with a blacksmith now and I will see if he is able to make or not.  
 

 ែតKគិត®េគ�ចេធ̀TេកTតែដរឬអត?់ 
In your opinion, do you think he can make one?  
 

េបTខ| n ំ8�ប់េគេ^ េគ8បែហល�ចេធ̀TេកTត! 
If I tell him how, he might be able to make it.  
 

[09:25]  
 
 [Tola speaks aside that this section is about history and cultural context.] 

[េ�8តង់កែន�ងេនះ តុ.និ¾យ® េនះគឺ\វគÅ ែដលេលTកេឡTងអំពី8បវត1 ិ*âស1  
និងបរ ãបថវបÝធម៍។]  

[09:38]  
 
អំ�ញ់មិនK�ន8�ប់ខ| n ំ® KÜ� ប់េឃTញឪពុកK�ß ត់អងb cច។ 
េតTKេ�Þំែដរឬអត់®អងb cចេគែតងេ8បTេ�េពលµ? 
Just now, you told me that you saw your father playing the Angkuoch. Do you 
remember in what context he used it? 
 

េគេ8បTអងb cចេនះេ�េពល.¦ ច េពលែដលេគស8'កពី9រØរ។ 
េ�កm nងភូមិខ| n ំ'នវត18សះ8សង់ �ត់'នអងb cច េហTយ�ត់�ß ត់េលង។ 
He used the Angkuoch in the evening after he was free from work. In the 
village Sras Srang, he had the Angkuoch and he liked to play. 
  

ចុះចំែណកកm nងកមk វ ãធីេផ±ងៗ? 
How about other ceremonies?  
 

�ត់មិនេលងអងb cចេនះ\េភ�ង ឬេលង\មួយគ$ ី�$ អ̀ីេទ។
�ត់េលងអងb cចេនះែត'$ ក់ៗឯង។ េបTសិន\ខæ nយ េគ�ចេលង\មួយគ$ ី�$  
ែតអងb cចេនះេគ�ß ត់េលងែត'$ ក់ៗឯង។  
He did not play this instrument as a melody or play within a group. He always 
played alone. If it were flute, they can play that within a group, but this 
Angkuoch, they normally played alone.  

 
[10:33]  



 
េតTេគ�ច�ß ត់\សេម�ង ឬបទេភ�ង�នែដរឬក៏អត់? 
Can the Angkuoch produce the sound and melody like a song?  
 

�មិនបទេភ�ងេ8ចTនេទ។ �'នតិចតួច។ 
It does not have a lot of melody. It is just a small amount.   
 

Kដងឹ®'នអ̀ីខ� ះេទ? 
Do you know how many songs?  
 

'ន¾៉ងេម៉ច? 
What?  

 
បទេភ�ងអងb cច! 
I’m referring to the melody of the Angkuoch.  
 

បទេភ�ងអងb cច...8បសិនេគ'នទំjក់ទំនង ក
េ'� ះ8កមុំេគនិ¾យ�$ េ យេ8បTអងb cច 
The melody of the Angkuoch…when boys and girls have a relationship, they 
interact with each other through the Angkuoch.  

 
េគែញ៉រ�$ នឹងអងb cច? 
Did they flirt with each other through the Angkuoch?  
 

ហ$ ឹង! េគែញ៉�$ នឹងអងb cច។េគ�ក់ទង�$ នឹងអងb cច។  
Yes! They flirted with each other through the Angkuoch. They interacted with 
each other through Angkuoch. 

 
េគែញ៉រដូចេម1ចេ^? 
How did they flirt?  
 

�គីមួយនិ¾យ េហTយ�គីមួយេទ�ត�ច*1 ប់�ន 
ដូេច$ះេគមិននិ¾យនឹង'ត់េទ េគនិ¾យនឹងអងb cចវ ãញម1ង។  
When one person spoke through the Angkuoch, another was able to 
understand. Therefore, they did not speak verbally but they used the 
Angkuoch.  
 

សូមKជួយពន�ល់?  
Could you explain more?  
 

េពលែដលេគ�ក់ទង�$  េគ8ស.ញ់�$  េហTយសួរ®យល់8ពម ឬមិនយល់8ពម។  
When they interacted with each other and they loved each other, they asked 
whether the girl agreed or not.  
 

អ«¬ ឹង'នន័យ® çង8សីេចះេលងអងb cចែដរ?  
So that means girl could play as well?  
 

េគមិនេលងេទ ែតេគេចះ*1 ប់។ េ8Òះេពលេគេលងអងb cច េគនិ¾យ 
និង*1 ប់Kម�*Kមរយៈអងb cច។ េគ�ច*1 ប់�ន។  
The girl did not play but could listen. Because when someone played 
Angkuoch, they spoke through the language used in the Angkuoch playing 
and [the girl] listened. They could understand.  
 

[11:48]  
 



អងb cច'ន�*ែដរ? 
Does the Angkuoch have a language?  
 

េគនិ¾យKម'ត់Kមរេប�បរបស់េគ។ [ េសTច...]  
They spoke according to their ways. [Laughs…]  
 
�ល់ែតខ| n ំ'នអងb cច េទTបខ| n ំ�ចពន�ល់�ន។េ�េពលែដលអត់'ន 
ខ| n ំមិនដឹង®8�ប់Kមរេប�បµ េទ។  
I can only explain if I have an Angkuoch. If I do not have one, I do not know 
how to explain it to you well.  

 
េគេលងដូចេម1ច? 
How did they play?  
 

េគនិ¾យេ យ9របេ«¬ ញខ�ល់Kមអµ1 តកm nង9រ�ß ត់របស់េគ។  
They played by releasing breath through the tongue [of the instrument].  

  
[12:22]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី�ន\េគÞំ�ច់េ8បTអងb cចកm nង9រ�ក់ទងមនុស±8សី? 
Why did they have to use Angkuoch to flirt with the ladies?  
 

េនះ\ទំេន�មទ'� ប់របស់�ត់ពីេដTមមក។ ពួក�ត់អ«¬ ឹងឯង។  
It is a tradition that was inherited from the ancestors. They were like that.  
 

ែតKÜ� ប់េឃTញពួកេគេធ̀Tអ«¬ ឹងឬអត់? 
But have you ever witnessed people flirting through the Angkuoch?  
 

េពលេjះខ| n ំេ�តូចៗ េហTយខ| n ំមិនសូវយកចិត1ទុក ក់ែដរ។ [ េសTច...]  
When I was a young boy, but I did not pay attention much to it. [Laughs…]  
 

ែតKដងឹេរ¶ងេនះេ យរេប�បµ? 
But how do you know?  
 

Þស់ៗបុ�ណ �ត់និ¾យ។ �ត់8�ប់ខ| n ំ។  
Old people spoke about it. They told me.  

 
[12:49]  
 
េតTKេ�Þំែដរឬអត់®�ត់8�ប់K®¾៉ងេម៉ចខ�ះ?
សូមK8�ប់ដល់េកkងជំjន់េ89យផង!  
Do you remember what did they tell you? Please tell the young generation like me!  
 

�ត់8�ប់®៖ «9លេពលែដលអញេ�េកkង អញ�ក់ទង8សី 
Kមរយៈ9រ�ß ត់អងb cចេនះµ។»  
They told me, “When I was a young man, I flirted with ladies through the 
Angkuoch playing.” 

 
ចុះេម1ច�ន\8សីៗយល់? 
How did the girls understand?  
 

ពួកេគÜ� ប់េដTរ\មួយ�$  េ'� ះេហTយេគដឹង។ 
ដូចេយTងសព̀ៃថ¦ែដលេ8បTទូរស័ពß�ក់ទង�$  េពលេjះេគេ8បTអងb cច�ក់ទង�$ ។  



They used to hang out together so then they understood. It is like this 
generation now when people use the phone to talk to each other, but at that 
time they used the Angkuoch.  

 
លឺែដរ?  
How did the girls hear?  
 

េហតុេម1ច�នអត់លឺ េបTេគអងì nយជិតៗ�$ ។  
How could they not hear each other if they say close to each other.  

 
េនះ\9រកំ*ន1របស់េគ។ របស់�ត់។េនះ\ទ'� ប់របស់�ត់ពីមុន។  
It was their entertainment. It is the tradition that they liked to do in the past.  

 
អ«¬ ឹងÞស់ៗេ8បTអងb cចស8'ប់ែញ៉រ�$ ? 
Did people use the Angkuoch to flirt?  
 

'នមួយចំនួន អ$កខ�ះេ8បT អ$កខ� ះអត់! 
Some. Some used it and some did not.  

 
[13:45]  
 
ែត�គេ8ចTនេគេ8បT? 
But the majority used it? 

 
េបTនិ¾យKម9រពិត �គេ8ចTនែដរ។  
Frankly speaking, it was a big number.  

 
េគេ8បT? 
Did they? 
 

�ទ! 
Yes.  
 

ចុះេ8ÐពីេលងេដTមÝី�ក់ទង8សី េគេ8បTអងb cចេដTមÝីេធ̀Tអ̀ីេទ�ត? 
Besides using it to flirt with girls, in what other contexts did they use Angkuoch?  
 

េពល.¦ ចៗេឡTង េពលែដលេគអផ±Ñ ក េហTយចង់លំែហរ9យេ�មុខផßះេគ 
េគ�ß ត់េដTមÝីលំែហរចិត1 និងលំែហរគំនិតរបស់េគ។ 
In the evening, when they felt bored and wanted to refresh their mind, they 
played Angkuoch to refresh their minds and their thoughts.  
 

ចុះេ8Ðពីលំែហរចិត1 និងគំនិត េតTអងb cច'ន*រៈសំçន់ដូចេម1ចខ�ះ? 
Asides from that, what is the importance of the Angkuoch?  
 

Kមខ| n ំេមTលេ^ េjះ\ទ'� ប់របស់�ត់។ ទ'� ប់បុ�ណ Þស់ៗេធ̀Tទុកឲ� 
ក៏�ត់បន1ៗេលង។ ែតេពលេនះ �អស់េហTយ �k នអ$កµេលងេទ�តេទ។ ចប់េហTយ!  
Based on my observation, it is a tradition. It is a tradition of the ancestors and 
they left it to people in the next generation and those people kept it going. 
But now, it is lost. No one keeps playing it. It is finished.  
 

[14:49]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី�ន\េគឈប់េលង? 
Why did they stop?  
 



េបTÞស់បុ�ណ... េកkងសម័យ®�ហួសសម័យរបស់េគ។ 
Ancestors… people in this generation think that it is an old-fashioned tradition.  
 

េហតុអ̀ី�ន\េគ®ហួសសម័យ? 
Why do they think it is old-fashioned? 
 

េ8Òះ�k នអ$កµេគយកចិត1ទុក ក់ផង។  
Because no one pays attention to it.  
 

េតTេគ'នទំេន�មទ'� ប់ែដល�ក់ទង\មួយនឹងអងb cចេនះេទ? 
Are there any constraints involved with the Angkuoch? 
 

េយTងដូច\�k នទំេន�មទ'� ប់នឹងអងb cចេនះេទ 
�8�ន់ែត\របស់ែដលÞស់ៗ�ត់បន±ល់ទុកឲ�។  
We do not have any traditions relating to this instrument. It is just something 
that was left to us from our ancestors.  
 

ដូចពីមុន'នអ$កខ�ះ® 8សីៗេគមិនឲ�េលងខæ nយ។ ចុះចំែណកអងb cចវ ãញ 
�'នលក́ណៈែបបµែដរ? 
Like we had a constraint that women should not play the khloy [Khmer flute]. So how 
about the Angkuoch?  
 

Kម9រពិតេ^ 8សីៗមិនែដលចូលចិត1អងb cចេនះផង។ �ត់មិនេចះេលង។ 
�ត់មិនេចះ�ß ត់។ េហTយេនះមិនែមន\របស់�ត់ផង។ [េសTច...] 
'នែតបុរសៗេទែដលេលង! 
Literally, women do not like to play Angkuoch. They do not know how. They 
cannot play and this is not their instrument. [ Laughs…] Only men play.  

 
[15:52]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី�ន\8ប Ñសៗចូលចិត1េលង ែត8សីែបរ\មិនចូលចិត1? 
Why do men like to play and women don’t?  
 

េរ¶ងេនះ ខ| n ំអត់ដឹងែដរ។  
I do not know about this either.  

 
មិនែមនេ យ*រេគគិត® �\ស� ីមួយែដលេគមិនគួរេលង? 
It is not because they think it is an instrument that they cannot play? 
 

េបTKម9រពិតេ^ 
... to be honest 

 
េបTKមខ| n ំយល់ របស់េនះគឺមិនែមនេធ̀TេឡTងស8'ប់មនុស±8សី។ 
ស8'ប់ែតមនុស±8ប Ñស!  
Based on my opinion, this instrument is not made for women. It is only for 
men.  
 

'នន័យ® KមិនែដលេឃTញ8សីៗេលងេទ? 
So that means you have never seen women playing it? 
 

អត់េទ! អត់ែដល�នេឃTញផង!  
No! I have never seen that.  

 
[16:28]  
 



េតTអងb cច'នទំjក់ទំនងេ^កែន�ងពិេសសែដរឬ¾៉ងµ? ដូច\កែន�ងេធ̀T? 
Does the Angkuoch have a special connection to a particular place? Like the place to 
make it?  
 

អត់េទ!អត់'ន!េយTងចង់េធ̀Tេ�កែន�ងµក៏�ន!  
No, it does not. We can make Angkuoch wherever we want.  
 

េហTយេលងេ�កែន�ងµក៏�ន? 
Same with playing?  
 

�ទ! ��k នបîï អ̀ីេទ។  
Yes. It does not matter.  

 
ែត\ទូេ^ KេឃTញេគេលងេ�ឯµ? 
Where did people normally play?  
 

េគេលងេ�Kមផßះេគ។ ៃថ¦µេគទំេនរ េគ9ន់េ^�ß ត់េ�Kម�លែ8ស\េដTម។ 
េបTេគេ�ែកÝរ8សះ8សង់ េគយកេ^�ß ត់េ�ែកÝរ'ត់8សះ8សង់។  
People played Angkuoch in their houses. When they were free sometimes, 
they brought it to the rice field and played it right there. If they lived close to 
Sras Srong lake, they brought to play around there.  

 
[17:02]  
 
េតTេគ�ß ត់េ�Kម�លែ8សែដរ? 
Did they play at the rice field as well?  

 
េពលែដលៃថ¦េឡTង េគអផ±Ñ ក ក៏េ^អងì nយេលង េហTយ�ß ត់េលង។  
In the afternoon, if they were bored, they went and played there.  

 
អ$កែដលេលងអងb cច�គេ8ចTន\េកkងៗឬÞស់ៗ? 
Did old people or young people play?  
 

9លពីេដTម \ទូេ^�តិចែដរ។ �អត់ទូេ^េទ។ ដូចេយTងអ$កេលងេភ�ង 
អ$កខ�ះែដលចូលចិត1 េគក៏េលងេភ�ងេ^។ 
 Before, it was a small number. It was not very common. It was like musicians. If 
people like music, they play.  
 

េតTេគេ8បTអងb cចកm nងពិធីបុណ� ឬពិធី*សjែដរឬេទ? 
Was the Angkuoch used in ceremonies or for religious occasions? 
 

េបTKមខ| n ំេមTលេ^ ដូចមិនែដលេឃTញ'ន។ 
មិនែដលេឃTញ'នេលងកm nងពិធីបុណ�េទ! 
Based on what I observed, they did not use it for ceremonial occasions.  
 

[18:03]  
 
កm nងឳ9សអ̀ីក៏េ យ េគមិនេ8បTអងb cចេទ? 
For any occasion?  
 

អត់ែដល'នេ8បTេទ! អងb cចេនះដូចែដលខ| n ំជ8'បជូន េគ�ß ត់'$ ក់ឯង 
មិន'នចូល\មួយអ$កេភ�ង ឬមួយរjត សÅ រ ឬ8ទក៏អត់'ន។ េគេលង�'$ ក់ឯង។ 
8បសិន\ខæ nយ េគេលង�ចូល\មួយ8ទ \មួយKេឃ ែតចំែណកអងb cចេនះ 
ខ| n ំសឹងែតមិនែដលេឃTញេគេលង\មួយ8ក Ñមេភ�ងអ̀ីផង។ េលងែត'$ ក់ឯងៗ! 



They did not use it. As I told you, people played Angkuoch when they were 
alone. They did not play in a group or with other musical instruments like 
Roneat, Drum or Tro. They played it alone. If it were khloy [flute], they played 
that with tro or takhe, but for the Angkuoch, I have never seen it played with 
other instruments. Just solo!  

 
Kគិត® េហតុអ̀ី�នេគមិនឲ�អងb cចេលង\មួយឧបករណ៍េផ±ង? 
Why do you think it is not played with other instruments?  
 

េបTKមខ| n ំេមTលេ^ �អត់'នែខ±µមួយែដល�ចចូល\មួយេគ�ន។  
I think it is because it has no string that fits with other sounds.  
 

ែខ±អ̀ី?  
What string?  
 

េ8Òះ8ទ'នែខ±របស់� េហTយខæ nយក៏'នរនòស8'ប់ផæ nំេបTកបិទ ែតអងb cចេនះ�ß ត់ៗ។ 
�មិនសូវ'នចØ̀ក់ដូចេគ។ ខ| n ំេមTលេ^ �អត់'ន។ 
Like the Tro has its own string and khloy has its own hole but the Angkuoch 
does not have anything. It can’t produce many rhythms like others. I think it 
does not have rhythm.  

 
សេម�ងរបស់�¾៉ងេម៉ច�ន\ចូល\មួយឧបករណ៍េផ±ងមិន�ន? 
How does the Angkuoch sound? Why can’t it join with other instruments? 
  

សេម�ង�លឺេ យែឡកែតឯង។ �មិន�ច�ក់ទង\មួយេគ�ន។ 
ែតKមែដលខ| n ំេឃTញ �k នÞស់បុ�ណេលង\មួយ8ទ ឬ\មួយសÅ រេទ។ 
ខ| n ំមិនែដលដឹង។  
Its sound is different. It cannot fit with other sounds. Based on what I have 
witnessed, there was no man who played it with Tro or drum. I do not 
understand why.  

 
[19:40]  
 
ែតេ�េពលែដលK�ß ត់� េតT�'នសេម�ងដូចេម1ច? 
When you play, what does it sound like?  
 

8�ប់រេប�បេនះមិនេកTតេទ! [េសTច…] 
I cannot tell through my lips. [ Laughs…]  

 
េធ̀T8Kប់'ត់មិន�នេទឬ? 
Can’t you tell through your lips?  
 

េពលែដលេយTងេលងអងb cច េយTង8តªវដកដេងï Tមេចញ និងផæ nំចូលវ ãញ។ 
When we play the Angkuoch, we have to breathe out and breathe in.  
 

ចុះK8តªវçែំដរឬេទ? 
Do you have to bite the Angkuoch as well?  
 

េបTសិន\ខ| n ំ ខ| n ំមិនែដលçេំទ។ េបTអ$កេផ±ងç ំខ| n ំ8បែហលមិនដឹងេទ។ 
ខ| n ំ�ß ត់មិនែដលçេំទ ខ| n ំ8�ន់ែត ក់ទល់នឹងេធkញ។  
I personally do not bite it. I am not sure whether other people bite it. 
Whenever I play, I do not bite. I only hold it between my teeth.  
 

ចុះK8តªវ�ß ត់ែបបµេដTមÝី�នសេម�ងពិេ�ះ? 
To get a good sound, how do you normally play?  



 
េដTមÝី�ß ត់�នលឺពិេ�ះ េយTង8តªវដកដេងï Tមែវងៗ។ 
េហTយេយTង8តªវផæ nំឲ�ែវងេ យ'នចØ̀ក់ផង។ 
To get good sounds, we have to take a long breath. And we have to make a 
rhythm with that long breath.  

 
[20:36]  
 
េតTK�ចបេងó Tតបទេភ�ងKមរយៈអងb cចេនះ�នែដរឬេទ? 
Can you make rhythm by playing the Angkuoch?  
 

�ទ!បេងó Tត�ន!េយTង�ចបេងó Tត\បទចេ8ម�ង 
ឬនិ¾យKមបទែបបរបស់េយTង។ 
Yes! I can. I can make the rhythm of songs, or speak in my own way.  
 

'នន័យ®K8តªវបេងó Tតសេម�ងៃនអងb cច េ យេលងបេណ1 Tរ និងនិ¾យកm nងេពលែតមួយ? 
So that means you have to make the sound of Angkuoch to the same rhythm as 
playing and speaking?  
 

និ¾យបេណ1 Tរ និងផæ nំបេណ1 Tរ�ន!ប៉ុែន1 េយTងលឺែតសេម�ងៃនខ�ល់ែដលេយTង�ß ត់។  
I can speak while I am playing. But I only hear the sound that I play.  

 
[21:17]  
 
ខ| n ំឲ�KេមTលរបូមួយ។ 
'នបុរស'$ ក់jំឧបករណ៍កm nងរបូេនះេ^រកôទុកកm nង*រៈមនß ីរៃនច8កភពអង់េគ�ស។ 
េគយកេ^កm nង�$ ំ១៨០០ (ែកត8មªវ៖េគយកអងb cចេjះេ^កm nង�$ ំ១៩៦៦)។ 
KគិតែបបµចំេÒះរបូេនះ?ែត�'នលក́ណៈដូចអងb cចកm nសម័យបច÷ nបÝន$ េទ? 
I will show you a picture. There was a man who brought this instrument to put it in 
the British Museum. He took it there in around the 1800s [sic – in fact 1966]. What do 
you think about this picture? Is it the same as the Angkuoch in this generation?  
 

អត់េទ!ឧបករណ៍េនះដូចអងb cចសម័យេនះែដរ។8�ន់ែតÞស់បុ�ណ 
�ត់មិន�នបិទ9វេទ8តង់កែន�ងែដលេយTង ក់8កប។ 
របូេនះដូចអងb cចែដលខ| n ំេធ̀Tសម័យេនះែដរ។  
This Angkuoch is the same as the Angkuoch nowadays. But the thing is that 
old people did not glue the ‘covers’ of the lamella. The Angkuoch in this 
picture is similar to the Angkuoch I make.  

 
ចុះេហតុអ̀ី�ន\អ$កខ�ះេធ̀Tតូច េហTយអ$កខ�ះេទ�តេគេធ̀Tធ?ំ 
Why do some people make it small and some make it big?  
 

ទ8មង់អស់េនះេ8សចែតេយTងអ$កេធ̀Tេទ។ េយTងេធ̀Tតូចក៏�ន ឬេធ̀Tធំក៏�ន។ 
�មិនខុស�$ ពីរបស់ខ| n ំេទ។ ដូច�$ ! ដូច�$ េបះបិទ! 
It depends on the maker. We either can make it small or big. It does not look 
different from mine. Completely the same!  

 
ចុះK8�ប់® Kឥឡª វេ8បT9វ? 
But you told me that you use glue?  
 

ខ| nបំិតកែន�ង8កបរបស់�។  
I glue on the ‘covers’ for its lamella.  
  

8កប¾៉ងេម៉ច?  
What covers?  



 
អងb cច'ន8កបរបស់�។ េពលខ| n េំÞះរចួ ខ| nបំិតអµ1 តរចួ សឹមខ| nចំិត។ 8តង់កែន�ងេនះ 
ខ| nÊំត់ឬស±ីេផ±ងែដល�នបិតេហTយ។  
Angkuoch has its own covers. After I make a hole, then I make the lamella and 
sharpen it. At this point, I add bamboo sticks as covers for the lamella.  

 
KÊត់អµ1 តេផ±ង? 
Did you put another lamella on? 

 
កែន�ងហ$ ឹងេគេù«8កប»។ 
We call this the ‘cover’.  

 
អ«¬ ងឹេគÊត់អµ1 តេផ±ង? 
Did you add another lamella? 
 

េនះ\អµ1 ត េហTយេនះ\8កបរបស់�។ 
This is the lamella and this is its cover. [Points] 

 
ែតឥឡª វKេធ̀Tអµ1 ត\មួយអងb cច ឬក៏េ តអµ1 តេផ±ង? 
In your style of making, do you make the tongue of the Angkuoch? Or do you add it 
later? 
 

អµ1 ត\មួយអងb cច ែតេ�េពលេយTងបិទឬស±ីេ^ េយTង8តªវ ក់8កបពីេលTអµ1 ត។ 
េយTង8តªវ9ត់8បែវងេនះ បjß ប់មកេយTង8តªវេស�ត�ពីេលT។  
I make the lamella along with the Angkuoch! And when I craft the bamboo, I 
have to put the covers on top of it. I have to measure the length of the lamella 
and put the covers on.  

 
[23:03]  
 
អ«¬ ឹង'នន័យ® េពលេនះK�នបែន³ម8កប? 
So you add the covers? 
 

េពលមុន េយTងេធ̀Tដូច�$ ។ ែតពីេពលមុន �ត់�k នអ̀ីស8'ប់បិតេទ។ េ'� ះេហTយ 
�ន\8កបេjះរត់េ^ រត់មក។ ែតដល់េពលេនះេយTងបិត9វ 
8កបេjះែលងរត់េ^មក។ �េ�នឹង។  
Before, we did the same. But he [the maker of the instrument in the photo] did 
not have glue. So he made the covers moving. But now we have glue so we 
can make the covers stay in one place. The covers are still.  

 
េពលែដលរត់េ^មកអ«¬ ឹង �'ន9រលំ�ក។ Þស់បុ�ណែតងេធ̀T8ពិត8Òង។  
�ត់េធ̀T8កបេjះឲ�ឲ�តឹង េដTមÝីកុំឲ��រត់េ^រត់មក។  
When the covers move, it becomes difficult. Old people always made the 
instruments with all the attention to get it done perfectly. They made the 
covers stick tight to the body of the instrument so then covers could not 
move.  

 
ចុះេបT�រត់ 'នអ̀ីេកTតេឡTង? 
What happen if the covers move? 
 

េបT�រត់ អµ1 តនឹងប៉ះ8កបរបស់�។ 
If the covers move, the lamella will touch the covers.  

 
េបTប៉ះេ^ សេម�ងអត់លឺ? 
When it touches, does it sound not good?  



 
�ទ!អត់លឺ!�ß ត់េ^សេម�ងមិនរ.ស់។  
Yes. It makes no sound. When we play, it cannot produce a resonant sound.  

 
េនះ�ល់ែតេយTង...ដូចខ| n ំ®អំ�ញ់មិញ! េមTលរបូែបបេនះមិនច�ស់េទ។ 
េបTេយTងយកឧបករណ៍មកេមTល េទTបេយTងដឹង®េគ8តªវេធ̀Tរេប�បµេទTបលឺ។  
Unless we… as I told you, we cannot see clearly through this picture. If we 
bring an instrument, we can understand how to make sounds.  
 

[24:14]  
 
អ«¬ ងឹ'នន័យ® េគមិន�ន ក់8កបេទេលTឧបករណ៍មួយេនះ? 
So did he put the covers on this instrument?  
 

 ក់ដូច�$ ! ែតេយTងេមTលមិនេឃTញ ដូចេនះេហTយេទTបេយTងមិនដឹង។  
He did. However, we cannot see so then we do not know.  
 
 ក់ដូច�$ !មិនែមនខុស�$ េទ!  
He put covers on as we do now. It is no different.  
 
គិតេ^េគ8*វ8\វ េហTយទុក�នយូរ! េសTច! �$ ំ១៨០០! [laughs…]  
They researched and could keep it so long. Since the 1800s. [Laughs…] 

 
Kគិត® ទំហំពីរេនះប៉ុន�$ េទ?ឬឧបករណ៍ែដលេគេធ̀Tេjះតូច\ង? 
Do you think the size of that instrument is the same to yours? Or is it smaller? 
 

មិនប៉ុន�$ េទ! េបTKមខ| n ំេមTល អ̀ីែដលេគេធ̀Tេនះធំ\ងអ̀ីែដលខ| n ំេធ̀Tសព̀ៃថ¦។
ប៉ុែន1�មិនែមន\9រពិ�កអ̀ីេទេរ¶ងេធ̀Tតូច ឬធំ។ េយTង�ចេធ̀Tធំក៏�ន 
ឬតូចក៏�ន។  
The size is not the same. As I see it, I think it is bigger than the Angkuoch 
nowadays. However, it does not matter whether it is small or big. We can do 
both big and small.   

 
[24:44]  
 
ប៉ុែន1 េពលែដលេយTងេធ̀Tតូចឬធំ េតTសេម�ងរបស់�ខុស�$ ែដរឬេទ? 
When the instrument is small or big, does it sound the same?  
 

�ទ! ខុស�$ ! េបTេយTងេធ̀Tធំ សេម�ង�នឹងលឺធំ។ 
េហTយ8បសិនេបT...េនះេគ'នរØ̀ស់របស់េគ។ 8បសិនេបTេយTងេធ̀Tធំ 
េយTង8តªវបិទ8តង់ក៏េនះឲ��ែវង។ េបTេយTងេធ̀Tតូច េយTងបិតកឲ��ខ� ី។ 
8បសិនេបTេយTងេធ̀Tតូច េហTយបិតក�ឲ�ែវង េjះសេម�ង�នឹងមិនលឺេទ។  
Different! If we make it big, it will sound louder. And if we… it has its own 
measurement.  If we make it small, we have to make a long neck. If we make it 
small, we have to make a short neck. If we make it small and keep a long neck, 
it does not sound good.  
 

អ«¬ ឹងេ�េពលែដលKេធ̀Tអងb cច K8តªវែត�ស់�ផង? 
Do you have to measure when you make Angkuoch?  
 

�ស់! 8បសិនេបTខ| n ំមិន�ស់ �ខុសç$ ត និងកÝü ន ដូេច$ះ�នឹងមិនលឺេទ។ 
You have to measure! If I do not measure, it is wrong and then it will not make 
a sound.  
 

8បែវងេនះ២៣សង់ទីែម៉ត!  



This is 23 centimeters.  
 

ពីរតឹក បីហុ៊ន។ េនះធំ\ង។េទ!ដូច\8បÿក់8បែហល�$ ! 
ែតខ| n ំមិន�នយកអងb cចមក។ ខ| n ំទុកេ�ផßះ។  
23 centimeters. It is bigger. No! It is the same. I did not bring my Angkuoch 
here. I left it at home.  
 

[25:53]  
 
េតTេកkង មនុស± 8សី ឬ8ប Ñសសុទòែត�ចេធ̀Tអងb cច�ន? 
Can children, women and men make the Angkuoch?  
 

េបTKមខ| n ំេមTល �គេ8ចTន\មនុស±8ប Ñសែដលេធ̀Tអងb cច។ មនុស±8សីមិនេធ̀Tេទ។ 
ដូចខ| n ំ® មិនសូវ'នមនុស±េធ̀Tេ8ចTនេទ។ អ$កេធ̀Tតិចµស់។  
Based on my observation, the majority are men. Women do not make it. As I 
said, there are not many people who make this instrument. Only a small 
number of makers.  
 

េតT'នគំjបអ̀ីែដលÿមមនុស±8សីមិនឲ�េធ̀Tអងb cច? 
Are there any constraints saying that women cannot make Angkuoch?  
 

អត់េទ!មិន'នេទ! មូលេហតុ8តង់® �ត់មិនចង់េធ̀T។ �ត់មិនេធ̀T។
�k នទំេន�មទ'� ប់µ8�ប់មនុស±8សីមិនឲ�េធ̀Tេទ។ អត់'នេទ!  
No! There is no constraint. The reason is that they do not want to make. They 
do not make. There are no constraints saying that women cannot make. No.  
 

ែតពួក�ត់�ចេលង�នែដរឬេទ? 
But can they play?  
 

�ចេលង�ន!  
They can.  
 

ែតKÜ� ប់េឃTញមនុស±8សីេលងអងb cចែដរឬអត់េទ? 
Have you ever seen women making the Angkuoch?  
 

�គតិច! មិន'នេ8ចTនេទ!  
Small number. Not many! 
 

[26:42]  
 
ឥឡª វេនះេ�'ន8សីៗេលងឧបរកណ៍េនះែដរឬេទ? 
Nowadays, do women play this instrument?  
 

អត់េទ! មិន'នេទសព̀ៃថ¦!  
No! There is no one.  
 
'នែតេកkងៗែដលមកទិញយកេ^លក់ឲ�េភ��វ!  
There are only young girls who came to buy them, in order to sell them to 
tourists.  
 

'នន័យ® េកkង8សីៗមកទិញយកេ^លក់ឲ�េភ��វ?  
Only girls who came to buy for selling them to tourists?  
 

�ទ! ទិញយកេ^លក់ឲ�េភ��វ!េ�'នែដរ!  
Yes! They bought them for selling. There are some people still doing that.  



 
ែតពីេដTមេឡTយ KÜ� ប់េឃTញ'នមនុស±8សីេលងែដរ? 
Have you seen women playing this instrument before?  
 

េទ! ដូចមិន'នេឃTញេលងផង! 
No, I never have. 

 
ដូចK8�ប់® មនុស±Þស់�ß ត់អងb cចស8'ប់រ!*យទុក។ ចុះេកkងៗ? 
េតTេគេលងេដTមÝីអ̀ីែដរ?  
You told me that older people play Angkuoch to refresh their minds. How about 
young ones? What do they play for?  
 

ពួក�ត់8�ន់ែតេលង...ធមkK!  
They just play for fun… nothing special!  
 

[27:23]  
 
ពីេដTមែដលKនិ¾យ®Ü� ប់េឃTញមនុស±8សីេលង�គតិចេjះ 
េតTK'ន*Å ល់ពួក�ត់ែដរឬអត់? 
You said that you used to see a small number of women playing Angkuoch before. 
Did you also know them?  
 

ពួក�ត់មិន�នរស់េ�ដល់សព̀ៃថ¦េទ។ ែតេពលេjះ ខ| n ំេ�តូចែដរ។ 
ដល់េពលជំjន់េ89យេនះមក ខ| n ំមិនែដលេឃTញ'នេកkងៗេលងផង។ ដូចខ| n ំ® 
'នែតេកkងលក់ដូរ។ េគទិញ េហTយយកេ^លក់េ�Kម8�*ទ។   
They all passed away. At that time, I was young. In this generation, I have never 
seen young ones play. As I said, they only buy it for selling. They buy and they 
sell at the temples.  

 
ចុះមនុស±8សី? 
How about women?   
 

8សីៗ'នែតកូនេកkងលក់ដូរ! លក់ឲ�េភ��វេទសចរណ៍! 
Young girls sell these instruments. They sell them to tourists!  

 
[28:10]  
 
ចំេÒះK េតT*Å ល់អងb cចប៉ុjk ន8បេភទ? 
How many types of Angkuoch do you know?  
 

ខ| n ំ*Å ល់ែតពីរ8បេភទេទ។ 'នែតអងb cចែដក និងអងb cចឬស±ី។ 
I know only two types, Angkuoch Daek and Angkuoch Russey.  

 
ែតKដងឹ® 8បេភទអងb cចមួយµែដលÞស់\ងេគែដរឬអត?់  
Do you know which type is the oldest?  
 

ខ| n ំមិនដឹង®8បេភទមួយµÞស់\ងេគផង។ ខ| n ំ8�ន់ែតដឹង®អងb cចែដក 
និងអងb cចឬស±ី'ន�យុ8បÿក់8បែហលនឹង�$ ។ 
I do not know. I only know that the age of Angkuoch Daek and Angkuoch 
Russey is the same.  

 
េតTKដងឹេទ® អងb cចេកTត'នេឡTងកm nង�$ ំµ? 
Do you know when the Angkuoch began to exist?  
 



អត់ដឹងផង! អត់ែដលដឹងកm nង�$ ំµផង! ខ| n ំ8�ន់ែតដឹង® េ�េពលែដលខ| n ំធំដឹងក1 ី 
ខ| n ំដឹង®'ន។ 
No. I do not know in what year. I only know that Khmer have Angkuoch when I 
was growing up.  

 
អ«¬ ឹងធំដងឹក1 ីមក KេឃTញ'នអ$កេលង? 
When you grew up, did you see people play Angkuoch?  
 

ខ| n ំេឃTញ'នអ$កេលង និង'នអ$កេធ̀T។ ខ| n ំអត់េឃTញ'នកm nងសម័យសâØÅ ម។ 
ខ| n ំេឃTញ'ន9លពីមុន�$ ំ៧០ ដូេច$ះខ| n ំមិនដឹង®�េកTត'នកm nង�$ ំµែដរ។  
I saw the players and makers. I did not see any in the Khmer Rouge regime. I 
saw them before 1970s so I am not sure what year it began to exist.  

 
[29:08]  
 
េហតុអ̀ី�ន\េគមិនេលងអងb cចកm nងសម័យសâØÅ ម? 
Why didn’t they play in Khmer Rouge regime?  
 

ចុះេយTង'នេភ��វេទសចរណ៍ពីµមក?អត់'នេទ! េហTយេគមិនឲ�េយTងេធ̀Tផង។  
How could we have tourists at that time? No. And they [the Khmer Rouge] did 
not allow us to make them.  
 

េហតុអ̀ី�ន\េគមិនឲ�េធ̀T? 
Why didn’t they allow it?  
 

ខ| n ំមិនដឹងែដរ។ សម័យេjះ\សម័យែខk រ8កហម។ [េសTច...]  
I do not know. That period is the Khmer Rouge period. [Laughs…]  

 
Kមគំនិតរបស់K េតTមនុស±�យុប៉ុjk នែដល�ចÞប់េផ1Tមេលង ឬេរ�នេធ̀Tអងb cច�ន? 
In your opinion, when can people start to play and make Angkuoch?  
 

េបTKមខ| n ំគិតេ^ េពលµែដល�ត់ដឹងក1 ី េហTយ�ច�ß ត់�ន។  
I think they can start when they are growing up and they’ll be able to play.  

 
[29:48 - END]  
 
 


